
Plurals
Wednesday 13th May



Recap -

What did we do in yesterday’s lesson?

What is a noun?

Can you think of any nouns?



A noun is a name of a person, place or thing.

Shoe Leaf
Ball

Car

Story

Clock
Brush

Teacher



What can you see?



What can you see?

a cat (or one cat)

Is the word cat a noun?



Yes, the word cat is a noun. 
What can you see now?



What can you see now?

three cats



What is the difference between the two 
pictures?

three catsone cat



What is the difference between the two 
pictures?

three catsone cat

There are more cats in the second picture. 



Plurals
Today, we are going to be learning about plurals.

The question is, what does plural mean? 

Also, why have our teachers shown us pictures of cats?



Plurals
Plural means ‘more than one’.

one cat three cats

So, knowing that plural means ‘more than one’, why do you think 
we have shown you these pictures of cats? (Oral response)



Plurals

Singular

one cat three cats

When there is just one thing (noun), for example one cat, we call that the 
singular. Singular means only one thing. When there is more than one thing, 
for example three cats, we call that the plural.

Plural



Plurals

Singular

one cat three cats

What do you notice about the words that have been circled? What do you 
notice about the singular word/noun? What do you notice about the plural 
word/noun?

Plural

What is similar about the words? What is different?



Plurals

Singular

one cat three cats

The singular word/noun says cat. The plural word/noun says cats. 
The plural has ‘s’ at the end of the word. The ‘s’ is a suffix.

Plural

Adding the suffix ‘s’ to the singular (root word) turns it into plural. The word 
now means there is more than one (plural).

A suffix is a letter or a group of 
letters added to the end of a root 

wood.

Here, the root word is the singular 
word/noun. You add the suffix ‘s’ to 

make it plural.



Let’s have a look at a few more examples…



Singular = 1

One dog

Plural = more than 1

One door

One pencil

One lamp

Lots of dogs

Lots of doors

Lots of pencils

Lots of lamps



Singular and plural
Look at the words below, can you point to the words that are plural?
Remember, plural means more than one.

dog beds books road cats
seeds roads toy dogs bin
book cat sock toys car
bins cars seed socks bed



Singular and plural
Look at the words below, can you point to the words that are plural?

dog beds books road cats
seeds roads toy dogs bin
book cat sock toys car
bins cars seed socks bed

How did you know that they were plural? (Oral Response) 



Singular and plural
Look at the words below, can you point to the words that are plural?

dog beds books road cats
seeds roads toy dogs bin
book cat sock toys car
bins cars seed socks bed

How did you know that they were plural? (Oral Response)
These words have the suffix ‘s’ at the end of the word. This means that there is  
more than one. 



Match the singular and the plural -

Ball Car

Clock

Balls

Cars ClocksCup

Cups Spoon

Spoons

Doors

Door

Look at the pictures 
and words. Some of 
them are singular 
and some of them are 
plural.

By pointing with 
your finger, can you 
match the singular 
with the plural?



Shoe

Ball

Car

ClockShoes

Balls

Cars

Clocks

Singular SingularPlural Plural

Cup Cups

Spoon Spoons



Written task 1 – Fill the gaps
• The first half of the sheet involves working 

out the plural by adding the suffix ‘s’ to 
the singular.

• The second half of the sheet involves working 
out the plural by adding ‘s’ to the singular as 
well as working out the singular from the 
plural.

• Two examples have already been done for you on the sheet.
• Remember, you don’t have to print the sheet off. You can do your work on a 

piece of paper and use this sheet as a guide on how to lay out your work.
• When you have finished the ‘Fill the gaps’ activity, continue to look through 

this presentation to find out what to do next.



Plurals
Read the sentences below out loud. Do they sound right?

The three cat were playing a game.

There were lots of dog in the park.



Plurals
What is wrong with the sentences? How can we fix them?

The three cat were playing a game.

There were lots of dog in the park.



Plurals
We need to change the singular word to a plural by adding the suffix ‘s’

The three cats were playing a game.

There were lots of dogs in the park.



Written task 2 – Animals
• Complete one of the ‘Animals’ sheets.

• Please bear in mind that the answers are also
attached to the document.

• If you are not printing the sheet out, lay your
work out how you want. Remember to put the
date at the top of your work.



Written task 3 – Adding ‘s’
• Complete the Adding ‘s’ sheet.

• Please bear in mind that the answers are also
attached to the document.

• If you are not printing the sheet out, lay your
work out how you want. Remember to put the
date at the top of your work.

Challenge: Write your own sentences using any plural word. See 
if you can use more than one plural word in a sentence


